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SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable is an efficient network monitor that has the means to detect intruders that might have accessed
your WiFi connections unauthorized. The importance of such an utility is undeniable; it can keep strangers from using your

Internet connection without your knowledge, while protecting you from attackers that can potentially steal personal information
or harm your computer. SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable targets WiFi networks in particular, keeping tabs on existing

connected addresses, as well as on devices that are unknown. When such connections are detected, you are notified immediately
so as to take counterattack measures. It is a portable application, designed as a replica of SoftPerfect WiFi Guard, the installer

edition. As opposed to the later, the to-go version does not require installation, therefore it is suited for USB use as well.
Wrapped up inside a simple, yet intuitive interface, the program can be instructed to start a scan right away, which will result in

a list of all the connected IP addresses, together with their MAC, host name and response time. By default, the application
performs a rescan every 30 minutes, but this parameter can be tweaked from the Settings window to match your preferences

(note that it cannot be more than one hour). Also from this section, you will be able to set the program to scan multiple devices
at the same time. Moreover, you can define a custom IP address range that you want to restrict the scan to and to choose your

own notification sound for the detection of unauthorized connections. All in all, SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable is perfect for
monitoring WiFi networks, but the main downside is that it does not sport the means to block IP addresses. Such a feature

would make it complete. SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable Features: ? Quick and easy portability: WiFi Guard Portable can be
installed on USB flash drives. No installation required. ? Quick and easy portability: WiFi Guard Portable can be installed on

USB flash drives. No installation required. ? Simple, yet effective, interface: The interface is simple, yet intuitive, ensuring easy
use. ? Simple, yet effective, interface: The interface is simple, yet intuitive, ensuring easy use. ? Simple and robust: WiFi Guard

Portable uses a minimal amount of resources to scan and prevent rogue devices from accessing the network. ? Simple and
robust: WiFi Guard Portable uses a minimal amount of resources to scan and prevent rogue devices from accessing the network.

? Mobility: WiFi Guard Portable is equally adept at working on a PC, laptop, tablet, or
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Resolve MAC addresses into IP addresses and vice versa. Free Download GSA-APPS Description: APPS is an all-in-one mobile
app management solution, helping people manage multiple Apps and providing a variety of useful features such as App

Monitor, App Passwords, App Lock, App Signature, App Hide, App Password Lock, App Password etc. Free Download
RADIO SLIM Description: Take control of your music with the modern FM radio program, that allows you to search for and

listen to radio stations based on the location and region you are in. Free Download IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW Description:
Installs your MSI product on client computers based on the user or group you specify. It creates a new file, all without the need
to share files across your network. Free Download SYSTEM REPORT Description: The System Report utility is used to view a
variety of system performance metrics. It enables you to determine the total amount of memory, CPU, and hard disk space. It
will also check for applications or system issues that may have been causing the system to slow down or perform poorly. Free

Download TOUCH DESKTOP Description: With the Touch Desktop application, you will be able to manage your e-mail, web
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browsing, instant messaging, and more. This desktop application is packed with great features that will make your workday a lot
easier, while also allowing you to stay in touch with your friends. Free Download SYSTEM REPAIR MANAGER Description:
The System Repair Manager is a solution used to repair a variety of Windows Operating Systems. It can be used to repair the
registry, fix temporary files, perform backup, and more. Free Download PHONECONTROL Description: This utility enables
you to control the way you receive calls from your phone. It gives you the control over your phone settings, from ringtones to

telephone directories and more. Free Download COMPUTER MANAGER Description: The Computer Manager enables you to
manage your computer hardware. It gives you the control over your hardware settings, from drivers to tools and more. Free

Download PRODUCTIVITY REPORT Description: If you are having trouble focusing and are losing valuable time and
resources, Productivity Report will identify the specific task or activity that is causing your problems. It is a great program to

manage your productivity. Free Download PC BUGCHECK Description: Utility for checking the installed components on your
computer. It will test for any potential security 1d6a3396d6
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SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable is an efficient network monitor that has the means to detect intruders that might have accessed
your WiFi connections unauthorized. The importance of such an utility is undeniable; it can keep strangers from using your
Internet connection without your knowledge, while protecting you from attackers that can potentially steal personal information
or harm your computer. SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable targets WiFi networks in particular, keeping tabs on existing
connected addresses, as well as on devices that are unknown. When such connections are detected, you are notified immediately
so as to take counterattack measures. It is a portable application, designed as a replica of SoftPerfect WiFi Guard, the installer
edition. As opposed to the later, the to-go version does not require installation, therefore it is suited for USB use as well.
Wrapped up inside a simple, yet intuitive interface, the program can be instructed to start a scan right away, which will result in
a list of all the connected IP addresses, together with their MAC, host name and response time. By default, the application
performs a rescan every 30 minutes, but this parameter can be tweaked from the Settings window to match your preferences
(note that it cannot be more than one hour). Also from this section, you will be able to set the program to scan multiple devices
at the same time. Moreover, you can define a custom IP address range that you want to restrict the scan to and to choose your
own notification sound for the detection of unauthorized connections. All in all, SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable is perfect for
monitoring WiFi networks, but the main downside is that it does not sport the means to block IP addresses. Such a feature
would make it complete. EPUB READER By Nightlight Software Description EPUB Reader By Nightlight Software is an easy-
to-use, feature-rich EPUB reader application. It is optimized for use with the Amazon Kindle™ E-Book Reader and the Barnes
& Noble Nook™ Tablet. Its user-friendly interface offers quick and simple navigation while it allows you to zoom and pan the
page so you can better read the text on screen. Best EPUB Readers of 2018 Stellar EPUB Reader is a FREE application that
makes it easy to read EPUB eBooks on any mobile device. In a nutshell, it allows you to read eBooks by converting them to
PDF format. It offers the following main features: • Library management • Open multiple EPUB books at

What's New in the?

The primary function of SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable is to monitor your WiFi network and provide you with reports of
potential and unauthorized connections. This software package is perfect for anyone who is looking to monitor the network of
their home or office without drawing attention to it. SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable brings to the table all the same features
found in its installer version, which is what makes this software package so attractive. It can detect new connections on an
existing network, identify devices, as well as time and date. It also provides a list of connected networks and the status of all the
connections. The main difference is that SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable does not require installation, meaning that it can be
accessed with the mouse and keyboard at any time. A more intuitive, user-friendly interface makes this software package even
more useful to people who may not be familiar with the software. The SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable app also offers a host
of additional features that are not found in its installer version, such as the ability to set a custom notification sound to alert you
whenever there are unauthorized connections. SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable Interface: SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable is a
great application that is simple to use, but its interface could be a lot better. It seems to be a port of the installer version of the
application, with all the same icons and user interface. The screen itself seems to be in a bit of a mess, as there are elements
floating around that make it hard to navigate. There are also several buttons on the interface, but not enough of them to
accommodate all of the functions of the application. Some of the biggest drawbacks are that there is no direct control over
individual connections or devices, and that the application does not support a blacklist of unauthorized IP addresses. Pros: •
Simple to use • Easy to set up • Has an intuitive interface • Can view the status of your current connections and devices • Can
perform a rescan at your preferred interval • Has a customizable notification sound • Can search for IP address ranges • Has a
customizable sound Cons: • Can only view your current connections • Has no ability to block IP addresses • Does not have a
customizable notification sound • The user interface is a bit confusing You can contact Pauline by sending her emails at: [email
protected] How to Contact: Phone number: Email: [email protected]
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System Requirements For SoftPerfect WiFi Guard Portable:

A Microsoft® Windows®® OS operating system, 64-bit Windows® Vista or later Processor (recommended) 2 GB RAM
(recommended) DirectX® 11 HDD 2 GB (recommended) GPU OpenGL 2.0 compatible Windows® Sound Device A web
browser DirectX® Linux: Standalone: Release Notes: Thanks for playing Komet! Special thanks to MumboJumbo for a great
new update! Current Known Issues
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